Cleavage site selection within a folded substrate by the ATP-dependent lon protease.
Mechanistic studies of ATP-dependent proteolysis demonstrate that substrate unfolding is a prerequisite for processive peptide bond hydrolysis. We show that mitochondrial Lon also degrades folded proteins and initiates substrate cleavage non-processively. Two mitochondrial substrates with known or homology-derived three-dimensional structures were used: the mitochondrial processing peptidase alpha-subunit (MPPalpha) and the steroidogenic acute regulatory protein (StAR). Peptides generated during a time course of Lon-mediated proteolysis were identified and mapped within the primary, secondary, and tertiary structure of the substrate. Initiating cleavages occurred preferentially between hydrophobic amino acids located within highly charged environments at the surface of the folded protein. Subsequent cleavages proceeded sequentially along the primary polypeptide sequence. We propose that Lon recognizes specific surface determinants or folds, initiates proteolysis at solvent-accessible sites, and generates unfolded polypeptides that are then processively degraded.